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Havoc 2019-07-15 all kaisaes must die sal has heard this for a little too long the difference is that she s not like all kaisaes somehow
those two things must cancel each other out right but her researcher has discovered a lot more than old books it seems there s a coup
slowly brewing while the army is on the other side of the country which means that things aren t only falling apart in her mind they re
also crumbling at home and while sal may not be responsible for the politics of the humans in her country she still owes them they re as
much her people as the survivors of the emperor s extermination humans iliri grauori the three species of this world can t keep lines
between them their cultures are colliding and winning the war won t be enough to smooth all the tensions if all three species want to
survive in the new world they re making then changes need to start now big changes the kind that are going to hurt because there is an
answer it s been staring her in the face this whole time but she can t do it alone
Form and Fury 2022-03-09 end a war and stop the cabal of nobles who are destroying my country yeah i can do that war sucks i ve lost
friends who were like family to me so i ll end this war if it s the last thing i do and with an entire nation hunting me it just might be
at least i still have my lovers and the loving legs club might even be open to new members these amazing paramours of mine along with what
remains of my misfit noble house are all that are keeping me sane because really what chance do i have against mistweavers madmen and
warmongers and when one plan after another goes awry it seems like i ll never succeed it s only with love and sacrifice i m going to win
this war i just hope i won t have to sacrifice what i love form and fury is the final book in the mists of elista trilogy an action packed
epic fantasy reverse harem romance with a driven heroine who doesn t have to choose from her irresistible romantic interests this trilogy
has f f content
Remnanix 2022-10-27 have you ever had a dream that felt so real it left you questioning reality when you woke up after receiving a critical
hit in my last boss fight and having some serious heart to hearts with npc s the lines between reality and fantasy are starting to blur as
if that isn t enough the game decides to throw in a tyrannical king relentless assassins a looming war and the remnants of a long lost
bloodline life is definitely not as simple as it was when all i had to worry about was my pet cactus my two trusty butt plugs and how to
spend my massive inheritance but then again it s all just a game right remnanix is an action packed fantasy rh romance suitable for readers
aged 18 and explores adult themes and content that some people may find upsetting contains foul language sexual scenes and ends on a
cliffhanger
The Fae Queen's Warriors 2021-12-24 complete series alert read all three books in the series today my husband is determined to kill me and
since he s king i m as good as dead now my one chance of survival and in dethroning the madman who is determined to murder all citizens of
fae blood rests in the hands of the dragon defenders fearless rebel soldiers who serve no ruler while guarding the city against menacing
sea serpents it s no secret i ve longed for three of them titus theron and quin will our mutual desire be our undoing or our salvation a
brave fae queen three fearless warriors an evil mage a mad king s assassins and voracious dragons battle in an epic power struggle as the
threat of a fae invasion looms praise for the fae queen s warriors a captivating read full of secrets magic fae dragons adventure and so
very much more filled with secrets betrayals discoveries love and lies it s twists and turns will keep you guessing hang onto your hats
cause its one hell of a sexy and steaming hot ride and that ending omg i couldn t put it down until i finished what a great read and that
ending what another great book by this author search terms steamy reverse harem reverse harem romance fantasy romance vampire romance
dragon romance epic fantasy romance alpha male free romance book free books to read and download free novel romance books free mfmm romance
ff romance complete series fae romance fast burn romance fantasy reverse harem dragon fantasy first in series sword and sorcery romance new
adult fantasy new adult fantasy romance for fans of sarah j maas throne of glass a court of thorns and roses jennifer l armentrout shadow
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and bone leigh bardugo
Shape and Shadows 2022-02-08 i kidnapped a prince and started a war what else could go wrong i may have accidentally kidnapped the prince
of vauphan not to mention the vauphani people think i killed their king and queen but i swear i didn t do it i was trying to save them sort
of not that anyone there will listen to me that ship has sailed along with a small fleet on its way to elista in retribution and my small
noble house is all that can stop them as for me well the man i love is missing and i think i may be falling for that prince i kidnapped
which was totally an accident i swear things only get more confusing after i sleep with my best friend it turns out she wanted to be more
than friends now i just have to figure out whether i want silence my friend a prince or all of them is that possible i hope so while
surviving more attempts on my life saving my sister and stopping a war that i swear i didn t start shape and shadows is the second book in
the mists of elista trilogy an action packed epic fantasy reverse harem romance with a driven heroine who doesn t have to choose from her
irresistible romantic interests this trilogy has f f content
Bonds and Blood 2022-01-09 a bond with a spider a misfit noble house and a terrifying enemy what more could a girl want what s my name well
in elista the name you have before you become true bonded doesn t matter it s only once you ve been chosen and bonded with a lumani a
spirit of the mists that you take your avatar form and gain your true name but i don t end up with a beautiful name like dove or swan nope
my avatar is a spider and my name is legs yup you wear one skin tight super short dress and you end up with a name like legs for the rest
of your life also a spider yuck and as soon as i gain my name and powers someone tries to kill me luckily i have friends including a
beautiful beau named silence who wouldn t want their man to be silent and beautiful and when i get selected for a misfit noble house i find
out there are many more hunks and hotties ready to stand by my side now i just need to find out who wants me dead while staying alive
finding love oh and potentially saving a nation at the same time bonds and blood is the first book in the mists of elista trilogy an action
packed epic fantasy reverse harem romance with a driven heroine who doesn t have to choose from her irresistible romantic interests this
trilogy has f f content
Risen 2019-09-11 in the final stretch of the war the rules are changing faster than anglia can keep up the kaisae of all iliri is gone her
mates are holding the army together her dreams are changing everything and sal she s not done yet the emperor has taken too much from her
life loves and much of her happiness all she has left is desperation and blind trust but she s not alone she never has been if the iliri
want to finally know peace she s going to need some help for once the success of their species is out of her hands ryali has promised to
handle the situation in dorton this leaves the king free to focus on the assault of terric elite units are lining up to help the end of the
war is near but can anglia truly make this happen the fight is the least of their concerns killing a man is easy changing minds that s
going to be impossible and yet it s the whole reason the iliri have risen up to finally be seen as equals if this is going to work it s
going to take more than ayati more than the fate the iliri believe controls the world it s time for the pattern to change
Her Royal Harem 2019-04-18 one queen six men and lots of love lust betrayal revenge and mm mfm mmfm steam her royal harem the complete
series novel includes all books in her royal harem series as one novel 1 her majesty s harem i wish i could see their eyes the way they
squeeze shut how they roll back but they re always blindfolded for my own safety of course unlike what others might think the queen can t
do however she pleases fucking commoners is simply too dangerous playing with them while my guards watch though 2 her majesty and the
virginsfrom the moment i laid eyes on theodore i ve fantasized about breaking all the rules with him he is a virgin my virgin everything he
is everything he learns will be for me i ve never before thought about teaching a man how to touch me for my own gratification i do now it
s seductive a promise of far far more than a quick anonymous coupling what would he feel like when his body strains against mine would he
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even know what to do how to penetrate me if he does would it be deep or shallow rough or gentle would he please me would he make me forget
3 her majesty and the escorts i want you to tear my clothes apart suck my tits till they hurt lay me on my stomach and spank my ass as your
cock fucks my pussy long and hard and i want you to look him in the eye the whole time to satisfy her dominant sexual urges without ruining
her reputation her majesty queen elysia plays with blindfolded submissive men for her pleasure while her guards watch not only does she
enjoy having her harem of multiple men and sexy temple boys who would rather live in sin to be with her touching her at the same time but
also she enjoys torturing her personal escorts sir quinlan and sir edward by making them watch knowing they both have feelings for her but
what if the heart of this queen domme belongs to one of them as well is this sadist tortured too that she can t have what sexually
satisfies her the most her own soldiers grab a blanket and a steamy cup of your favorite drink although wine is preferred and get your copy
of her royal harem the complete reverse harem series now and live in the epic tale of lust love and power among her majesty her royal
escorts and all the other men in her royal harem
Unlikely Love 2023-12-14 this fae blooded omega and her clan on the run from the empire have now reached safe haven we made it we crossed
the border and are now safe now our main concern is putting some distance between us and the border and finding a home for our growing
family needless to say that my heat was a success and the project bring back the fae is underway starting with a couple of tiny fae who
will be born some months down the line but at least we are now in safety and we can live and work in peace to build our dream of a home and
family or so we think the empire though has other plans plans to invade the south and finish off any fae blood that has survived my mates
can t sit on their hands while the south fights the war is coming to us and to protect me and our clan they will put their lives on the
line will they make it back to me alive will we find our happy ending unlikely love is a full length epic fantasy reverse harem omegaverse
romance meaning the main character has more than one love interest this is the last book in the series with a happily ever after it
contains adult themes foul language and explicit content with darker elements as well as mm relationships for 18 only this book uses
alternating points of view look inside the book for content warnings this book contains pregnancy and past child sa what to expect in this
series omega awakening fmc collects her men throughout the series fated mates scenting marking knotting heats and ruts mm relationships
blind alpha in harem grumpy sunshine men fall for her almost immediately multi pov epic fantasy setting
The Fury Queen's Harem 2018-03-26 one hybrid fury queen three pure blood dragon princes a reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an
epic flair my name is daisy i ve been cursed to serve a bad tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries there s only one way to
lift the curse a kiss from three true loves to acquire even one is nearly impossible how am i going to get three then three gorgeous as sin
yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair only they do not come to kiss me they come to slay me without knowing who i really am
unless they cut the three heads of the furies my heads or make the fury queen fall in love with them they ll never shift back to dragons
not surprisingly the princes all choose what they think is the easiest to behead the beasts warning this is a reverse harem fantasy
paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy as sin dragon princes it contains battles steamy sex scenes raw
language magic swordfights dark fae dragon shifters vampires and otherworldly nightmares of creatures and at last true loves with a happy
ever after at the end of series
Double Disaster: An Epic Fantasy Reverse Harem 2022-07-10 just when they thought things couldn t get any worse roo has come into the full
power of her spirit gift of empathy she can feel the emotions of others and has come to understand her own slowly she s accepting the
tragic loss she d suffered allowing herself to love and be loved once more but she now teeters on the edge of another tragedy she and her
men are trapped in the dungeons of the imperial palace of thraan awaiting a fate worse than death at the hands of the vile prince demir
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unwilling to lose another man she cares for roo must find some way to use her mastery of emotion to deal with the darkness which awaits
them all for dawn the dedication of her men has made her feel cherished and uplifted but she still struggles to let down the sturdy walls
around her heart and now she fears it may be too late she and pan are moments from death about to be consumed by the dire white wolves of
the north even if they survive the help they were hoping to find may not arrive in time to save lyran who lays on the brink of death and
the loss of even one of those she loves might just drive her to do something terrible something from which she might never recover it would
take a miracle to save them now double disaster is the third book in the sister spirits series a spin off series from the mist of elista
trilogy it s an action packed epic fantasy romance with heroines who don t have to choose from their irresistible heroes
Unlikely Alphas 2023-10-13 awakening as a fae blooded omega means i m hunted by the empire my wondrous womb is dangerous apparently perhaps
they think i will bring back the lost fae race all by myself well not entirely by myself of course even on the run i m already collecting
alphas for my clan and they are gorgeous you can t have them they re mine if only they would accept their role as my fated mates and mate
me already as it turns out i have a knack for collecting the most unlikely alphas so far i have a priest and an army commander and now i ve
been abducted by a berserker a wildman surely he can t be one of my fated mates right and yet i don t even know if he s a man or a beast
and whether we ll rejoin my other two reluctant mates or not or if we ll make it to the south and be safe from the empire s wrath free to
build a new life hopefully all together unless i find more of my fated mates before that and the way things are going i might have an
entire troupe by the time we cross the border if we make it there alive and if my heat doesn t start first what could go wrong right
unlikely alphas is a full length epic fantasy reverse harem omegaverse romance meaning the main character has more than one love interest
this is book two of four and it ends on a cliffhanger there is a happily ever after at the end of the series all four books have already
been written in this series the heroine will assemble her harem throughout the first three books it contains some love hate adult themes
foul language and explicit content with darker elements as well as mm relationships for 18 only this book uses alternating points of view
look inside the book for content warnings what to expect in this series omega awakening fmc collects her men throughout the series fated
mates scenting marking knotting heats and ruts mm relationships blind alpha in harem grumpy sunshine men fall for her almost immediately
multi pov epic fantasy setting
Unlikely Omega 2023-09-09 the prophesy speaks of fae blooded omegas destined to bring back the lost fae race i just never thought the
prophecy was about me i am just an acolyte in the temple sworn to purity of mind and body an average young woman with doubts and hopes and
dreams i m certainly not a prophesied fae omega who will help bring back the lost fae race not me and i m definitely not the woman who will
gather a clan of alphas and maybe betas and deltas around her and start popping out their babies no way i m human as human as they come
just a girl with all the imperfections and traumas to show for it abandoned at the temple by my mother not sure i have a single real friend
in the world lost but when i awaken as fae blood and yeah as omega to boot one thing is for sure the temple doesn t want me the empire
abhors me bringing back the fae doesn t seem to be an option the anchar empire is willing to consider every fae blooded man or woman is to
be eliminated to avoid any chance of the lost race returning and i m apparently the empire s worst fear unlikely omega is a full length
epic fantasy reverse harem omegaverse romance meaning the main character has more than one love interest this is book one of four and it
ends on a cliffhanger there is a happily ever after at the end of the series all four books have already been written in this series the
heroine will assemble her harem throughout the first three books it contains some love hate adult themes foul language and explicit content
with darker elements as well as mm relationships for 18 only this book uses alternating points of view check inside the book for more
content guidance
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Pixelnix 2021-08-08 living as an orphan with a massive inheritance two butt plugs and a pet cactus for company is not just lonely it s
boring so when i m given the opportunity to test the latest prototype vr gaming console how could i refuse immersing myself in the epic
fantasy world and with a furry companion at my side i m able to satiate my violent tendencies by battling dungeon bosses crazy monsters and
gaming noobs to my heart s content no longer having to rely on my trusty butt plugs to keep me company i m graced with five hot as sin
guardian warriors that i can rough house with day and night of course some evil entity always has to rear its ugly head and ruin everything
the question is will i be able to contain my wrath when the secrets of this world are revealed or will the whole world burn alongside me
pixelnix is an action packed fantasy rh romance suitable for readers aged 18 and explores adult themes and content that some people may
find upsetting contains foul language sexual scenes and ends on a cliffhanger
Fool's Paradise 2019-02-05 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell deva
rainsong never expected to find a soul mate now she has two and is on the run from fate the divine entity terrorizing the bloodline deva
has sworn to protect yet the young chimera and her five lovers still have no idea what fate wants or why she is so important to it the only
thing that s certain is she needs a complete soul in order to have a chance at standing up to fate but for that to happen she needs her
human lover on board bodhi dylan is still adjusting to the unusual yet intriguing customs of the higher races he s fallen head over heels
for the beautiful dark skinned chimera but doubts he can measure up to the prowess of his higher races counterparts besides he can t quite
wrap his head around how the whole harem thing works because if he agrees to deva s proposition that s exactly what he ll be a part of but
when he learns his participation is the key to her happiness he ll have to make a choice agree and risk losing his very will or deny her
and always wonder what could have been fool s paradise is the third book in the highly erotic reverse harem series set in ophelia bell s
dragon world it features heroes of various races and a powerful heroine who captures their hearts each book has a happy for now ending
perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray read the full series for the ultimate payoff
keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series dragons
fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter
romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon
urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action
adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female protagonist novel secret
suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction
sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Eye of the Hurricane 2018-09-07 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell my
name is aella and fate wants me dead according to entertainment news i m the angel of the las vegas strip the most sold out singer at the
pandemonium casino according to the higher races who i didn t even know existed up till now i m part of the bloodline which means i m part
human part something else it also means i m a threat to fate s precious balance to protect me from fate s wrath three demigods have taken
it upon themselves to act as my guardians and lovers but with the hounds of fate nipping at my heels can the winds tear themselves away
from their sibling rivalry over my affections long enough to keep me safe and why do i have to choose eye of the hurricane is a standalone
novel in the highly erotic fate s fools reverse harem series it features three demigod heroes and a talented heroine who captures their
hearts and ends with a happily ever after perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray keywords
reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series dragons fated mates
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female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter romance
steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban
fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action
adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female protagonist novel secret
suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction
sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Dionna's Shadow 2021-02-14 the epic conclusion to the hit reverse harem series the hundred and thirty third quintelaide stands disgraced
after assassinating the archon and fleeing the capitol dionna and her quintmates are handling the fallout in different ways warrior jaxon
focuses on their path forward while frost mage arthur contemplates their place in history dionna doesn t know how to feel about her
decision to disobey the archon and the tragic results that followed ryon is handling it the worst as the one to throw the blade most of the
responsibility falls on the shadow and although it was an easy decision their only option to keep the quint intact he can t close his eyes
at night without seeing the face of their deceased leader killed by his hand but dionna s quint has a final mission to occupy their focus
if they can ambush the project site where the tinker superweapons are produced they can carry one north beyond the borderlands to the
silithik hivemind itself with a single bomb they can end the war as they avoid archenon patrols and make their way north dionna and her men
are going to have to come to terms with what they ve done and what they intend to do if they reach the hivemind because all six of them
share one common fear that whatever happens next will be the very last thing they do dragon origins is the new reverse harem dragon shifter
romance series from ruby ryan it has heart stopping medieval warfare an exciting and unique magic system and all the steamy romance you ve
come to expect from a reverse harem with five dashing men to choose from the mighty warrior jaxon the thoughtful frost mage arthur the
precise ranger harry the easy to smile tinker maze and the sly and cunning shadow ryon who will win dionna s heart
Thieves of Fate 2019-05-07 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell once an
ultiori elite benedetta s psyche crumbled under the corrupting mind control inflicted on her by her evil master she begged for release by
the immortal dragon who loved her and her death in his cleansing fire severed their bond forever but a new force in the world has
resurrected benedetta s essence from the ashes left behind life magic has blended with fire and reached back through the bloodline lighting
a spark from the ashes and calling to a soul that never really perished on the verge of life once more and free from the bond to her old
immortal lover her lonely soul cries out for a mate but who can fill the void left by the void himself who can finally resurrect her a trio
of shadow dragons that s who thieves of fate is a standalone novel in the highly erotic fate s fools reverse harem series it features three
dragon shifter heroes and a resurrected heroine who captures their hearts and ends with a happily ever after perfect for fans of terry
bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure
dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal
romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin
heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy
folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read
read short serial series female protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy
millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal
epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
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Nobody's Fool 2020-04-01 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell i ve lost a
piece of my soul and the fate of the world depends on me finding it in the arms of a woman i don t even know they say you don t know what
you ve got till it s gone but in my case that s not true i have no idea what i had only that i ve lost it and with it my memories a woman
named deva rainsong seems to know me along with her mates which makes sense given i m the drummer of the rock band fate s fools but they
also think i m supposed to be with her with them thing is i m not so sure okay maybe my heart isn t sure but other parts of me are raring
to go as much as i d like to listen to them as well as the haunting song deva sings that i know should mean something to me i can t go all
in without giving them all of me and that s just not possible right now i m a turul and that means i m searching for my one a true love i
can spend eternity with which means i can t be with deva until i m certain she s it for me and i can t be certain until i get my memories
back and i can t get my memories back until i face fate once and for all nobody s fool is the fifth book in the highly erotic reverse harem
series set in ophelia bell s dragon world it features heroes of various races and a powerful heroine who captures their hearts each book
has a happy for now ending perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray read the full series
for the ultimate payoff keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter
romance series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal
romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero
sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend
legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female
protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy
billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon
wife
April's Fools 2019-04-05 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell when chaos
reigns april fool s is no joke april vincent knows she s bloodline but has yet to learn what it means all she knows is her glassblowing
skills are more on point than they ve ever been it s as if the fire itself obeys her every whim but on april 1st the universe turns her
world upside down first her gambling addicted father shows up out of the blue on the run from an angry casino owner then all her new
projects begin to systematically break before completion when sexy dragon shifter gray verro wanders into april s gallery his presence is
the first taste of calm she s had in days for gray the beautiful artist embodies everything he desires in a mate but despite being a former
bodyguard gray is barely enough to protect her from the otherworldly thugs hunting her hell he may not be enough for her period forced into
hiding with chaos at their heels april s dragon guardian has no choice but to call in his five closest friends and fellow bodyguards for
help the six are tasked with protecting her against an enemy they all know well enough to fear but for april the presence of six enticing
shifters begins to awaken dormant powers and along with them desires far too powerful to deny april s fools is a standalone novel in the
highly erotic fate s fools reverse harem series it features six shifter heroes and a talented glassblower heroine who captures their hearts
and ends with a happily ever after perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray keywords
reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter bear shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series dragons
fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter
romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon
urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action
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adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female protagonist novel secret
suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction
sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Writing Reverse Harem for Fun and Money 2018-12-18 learn how to write and publish in the hottest new romance genre reverse harem reverse
harem books are hot in the charts right now the trope of one woman having multiple male partners is attracting writers of all genres if you
want to write your own reverse harem story and create the ultimate wish fulfillment story where a strong sassy heroine gets all the hot
guys check out this guide by a six figure bestselling reverse harem author you ll learn what readers are looking for in their next reverse
harem read how to write sizzling sex between multiple partners whether or not to include mm in your reverse harem novel a simple 7 step
method for plotting your book how to build a successful reverse harem series popular tropes reverse harem readers love tips to create a
cover that grabs eyeballs not literally marketing your novel to this growing audience and how to build a thriving long term writing career
filled with tips and examples from steff s own personal experience as well as references to popular reverse harem novels this book will be
your essential guide to this hot new genre steff green writes reverse harem and paranormal romance under the name steffanie holmes
Fool's Folly 2019-03-19 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell don t f ck
with fate deva rainsong has found her dragon soul but she still feels incomplete as a chimera bred in a lab from the blood of all four
higher races combined with human blood it will take no less than a fragment of a soul from all five races to complete hers yet even as she
starts to believe that she can finally be complete and all her powers awakened her hopes are dashed when her soul gifts come with
unexpected side effects and to top it off more fate hounds have been systematically killing other members of the bloodline putting deva s
suitors in danger everyone knows that fate doesn t like loose ends but deva is still scrambling for an explanation for the attacks will she
be able to discover fate s plan before it s too late fool s folly is the second book in the highly erotic reverse harem series set in
ophelia bell s dragon world it features heroes of various races and a powerful heroine who captures their hearts each book has a happy for
now ending perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray read the full series for the ultimate
payoff keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series
dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter
shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons
weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth
myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female protagonist novel
secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance
seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Fool's Errand 2018-07-22 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell sometimes it
s not better to have loved and lost what i once had with deva was extraordinary i d never experienced anything like it in all my years
never felt that kind of passion desire or love she offered when she was in my arms as a virile satyr in his prime i could have had as many
nymphs in my bed as i could service but the only woman i had eyes for was deva but then i gave it all away sacrificed the most precious
thing i d ever been offered over a stupid hang up and now i ve had to sit back and watch as deva chose not one but three other mates who
weren t me i d do anything to win her back i just have to show her i ve changed i ll even help her track down yet another man she s sure is
destined to be her mate one who only lied to her and hurt her yet she still wants him now that she finally knows the truth i know i can
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work my way into her mind her heart and her body again i know i can remind her what it feels like to be mine all she has to do is trust me
fool s errand is the fourth book in the highly erotic reverse harem series set in ophelia bell s dragon world it features heroes of various
races and a powerful heroine who captures their hearts perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie
ray each book has a happy for now ending read the full series for the ultimate payoff keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter
dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance
series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong
heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult
paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book
books ebook rich quick read read short serial series female protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance
billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current
dark fantasy immortal epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Witch's Rebirth 2018-05-15 i m done running it s time to end this the only problem our enemies have weapons that can kill demons i won t
let any of my loved ones die but my lovers won t let me fight alone if i do we all know i won t come back we have to rely on our new
shifter friends for support as well as each other even though i m fighting my feelings for the stormy eyed outsider i m starting to believe
i can trust him when he offers himself up as a sacrifice for me will it force us to confront the brewing storm between us or will this plan
backfire terribly most importantly will this move save us and the future of all witches the epic conclusion to the unholy trinity reverse
harem series read the books in order before reading the final book
Dragon Equinox 2020-02-03 immerse yourself in this steamy dragon adventure series by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author
ophelia bell with an all out war waging in the haven over control of the source immortal dragon numa only cares about one thing securing a
powerful enough partner for a taxing ritual that will turn the tides of battle but fate hasn t made her task easy rather than show her who
her fated mates are to be the infuriating eternal entity she calls a father has made numa the prize in a contest of the gods whoever wins
the favor of fate s last unmated daughter shall have her as a partner numa sees this as an opportunity to secure a lover strong enough to
complete the ritual but isn t prepared when all five contestants unexpectedly capture her heart love should not be a factor when her entire
world is at risk so numa knows she must choose between them what does an immortal dragon do when given an impossible choice she takes them
all dragon equinox is the sixth book in an epic adventure about immortal dragon shifters on a quest to find their fated mates it s a sexy
reverse harem story with a happily ever after ending perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie
ray read the full series for the ultimate payoff keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter
romance dragon shifter romance series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea
shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine
adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy
folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read
read short serial series female protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy
millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal
epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Fool's Bargain 2018-11-06 enjoy this erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell they made a
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bargain with a goddess and now fate is pissed after three thousand years as prisoners the last three unmated satyrs in all the realms
finally have a chance to find their mates what they don t count on is that fate s biggest rival wants to use them as pawns in a contest of
wills but how can they say no to the diviner and their last chance at salvation their arrangement sends them to the woman of their dreams a
member of the bloodline overflowing with nymphaea magic but she isn t meant to be theirs fate magic has already marked her for someone else
a nymphaea female who is just as deserving of love as they are if not more so but when the four of them agree to share their perfect mate
fate isn t happy will they be able to complete their bond before the powerful immortal tears them apart forever fool s bargain is a
standalone novel in the highly erotic fate s fools reverse harem series it features three satyr heroes and a talented tattooist heroine who
captures their hearts perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray the story ends with a
happily ever after keywords reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance dragon shifter romance
series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea shapeshifter satyr dionysus ffm
lesbian romance bisexual romance paranormal romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine
virgin heroine adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance new adult paranormal supernatural
fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick
read read short serial series female protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy
millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal
epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Fate's Fools 2021-07-31 enjoy this free erotic reverse harem story by usa today bestselling paranormal romance author ophelia bell when i
tamed a feral dragon i didn t expect him to fall in love with me my impromptu guitar duet with a cute guy in a music store turns
catastrophic when ethereal fate hounds crash the party they ve been stalking me and my music is their lure but they don t attack me they go
after him instead and now it s my fault he s stuck in his enormous golden dragon form and on the verge of turning feral taming a feral
dragon is a commitment i m not sure i m prepared for but if i don t the entire human world will be in danger and the presence of the higher
races won t remain secret for much longer so i give in for the sake of humanity sharing my body and my healing magic to protect us all but
the hounds are still out there attacking other innocents in the name of fate my dragon lover s band mates are in danger too and the only
way to protect them means making them my mates i m the last person they should be with girls who don t have souls don t get to have soul
mates so why are all five of these men looking at me like i m the answer to all their prayers fate s fools is the first book in the highly
erotic reverse harem series set in ophelia bell s dragon world it features heroes of various races and a powerful heroine who captures
their hearts each book has a happy for now ending perfect for fans of terry bolryder charlene hartnady zoe chant milly taiden or roxie ray
read the full series for the ultimate payoff keywords dragon romance books free free free dragon books free ebook free ebooks romance free
ebooks to download and read free erotica romance books box sets free fantasy romance books free novel free paranormal books free paranormal
romance free paranormal romance books free romance free romance audiobooks free romance books full novel free romance books to read and
download free romance ebooks free series box sets free shifter romance books free short stories paranormal romance free shifter books free
supernatural romance books free free reverse harem reverse harem alpha male dragon shifter dragon shifter adventure dragon shifter romance
dragon shifter romance series dragons fated mates female protagonist paranormal romance series for adults pranormal romance hea
shapeshifter paranormal romance shifter shifter romance steamy fantasy romance fantasy strong heroine feisty heroine virgin heroine
adventure books alpha hero sleeping dragons weredragon urban fantasy shapeshifter romance dragin new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy
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folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances book books ebook rich quick read
read short serial series female protagonist novel secret suspense alpha male story stories hero fiction romance billionaire wealthy
millionaire women s fiction racy billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current dark fantasy immortal
epic dragon shifter romance dragon wife
Horoscopes and Oaths 2018-08-27 lucy must prove herself to the people of hell for a second time and things are not just where she left them
if that doesn t make things difficult enough cain and bohden don t remember her and she learns that reclaiming the rest of her men won t be
as easy as she hoped with her world falling apart she must march an army across hell to defeat abaddon once and for all but will there be
enough time to reunite her family or will she lose part of her heart forever this is the epic conclusion to the queen lucy series it
contains adult situations and language and a fair share of hilarity a why choose romance adventure
Her Majesty and the Virgin 2021-08-15 it doesn t matter if quinn is chiseled to perfection and i ve never wanted a man more than i want him
or that his heart has never belonged to anyone but me or that he s crawling toward my feet right now i can t have him because i m a fucking
queen and he s an orphan who has chosen to protect me for the rest of his life it doesn t change anything though not about the way he feels
about me or the way i i need a distraction it has a name theodore from the moment i laid eyes on theodore i ve fantasized about breaking
all the rules with him he is a virgin my virgin everything he is everything he learns will be for me i ve never before thought about
teaching a man how to touch me for my own gratification i do now it s seductive a promise of far far more than a quick anonymous coupling
what would he feel like when his body strains against mine would he even know what to do how to penetrate me if he does would it be deep or
shallow rough or gentle would he please me would he make me forget sensual twisted hot hot books reviews erotic and takes bdsm to a new
level sex thebooks reviews her majesty and the virgin is an erotic romance novella with fem dom bdsm epic love and torture and many men to
please her majesty extra gift inside read the first four chapters of book 3 her majesty and the escort for free in this book disclaimer
bdsm domme dominatrix violence explicit sex language the series continues with book 3 her majesty and the escort book 1 her majesty s harem
is available here amazon com dp b07fbpjjfpor contact me to get it for free
Priestess Unleashed 2018-01-07 they have been branded as mountain bandits but they are the descendants of the ancient attendants of the
priestess long buried secrets lie in this remote land phoebe will uncover the devastating truth as she comes into her powers she s ready to
fight but is she ready to bear the hopes and dreams of the entire realm on her shoulders and will she be able to perform the grand quintet
when one of her guardians is the enemy of the rest priestess unleashed is the thrilling conclusion to the steamy reverse harem epic fantasy
trilogy
Taming Red Riding Hood 2017-09-28 i finally have a home reunited with my human father he s well to do with a pretty wife and a grand house
and the moment i step in the door i m expected to begin lessons in reading writing and behaving like a lady but i m no lady i m a wolf and
much to my surprise so is my tutor mr arrowen has a human name and human manners but golden eyes don t lie he s wolvenfolk to be sure
pretending to be a proper gentleman wolves know their mates right away and i can t deny the attraction i feel but somehow he can and he
does he doesn t want to risk his reputation especially when wolves have been killed over less than laying a hand on a wealthy girl my
family would like to see me marry my distant cousin patrick patrick is as handsome as mr arrowen but he s a hunter he has his sights on the
most wanted creature in the kingdom the white wolf accused of killing a sacred stag patrick wants my help to track him and claim the reward
i yearn to run through the woods but my father would never let me unless i pay a visit to my grandmother s cottage but do i want to hunt
one of my own kind even if he is a criminal and what if he isn t a criminal at all but someone all too familiar taming red riding hood is a
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standalone fairy tale retelling for those who like an unabashedly adorable happily ever after with serious steaminess although it is
definitely standalone it doesn t hurt to read the beggar princess before this one
The Mermaid Bride 2017-08-31 was never a conventional sort of mermaid i ve been a scavenger and a thief the surface world has always called
to me and now i m not the thief but the prize my memories lost my tail turned to legs in this strange new land my protector is none other
than prince wrindel of the high elves they say wrindel is a playboy but he feels so familiar to me he says he is saving me from a witch but
he can t tell me anything more is he my savior or did he steal me from the sea when i am in his arms i hardly care every sensation of my
newborn body is like nothing i ve felt before and the more he shows me of his world the more i never want to return to the ocean i just can
t shake the nagging feeling that i left something or someone behind how did i get here who is this witch and if she is my enemy why did she
deliver me into the arms of a handsome prince i m not the first mermaid to live at the palace of waterfalls the pools and fountains of this
famous palace of water hold dark secrets and if i don t unlock them we might never find happiness but unlocking the secrets might also mean
giving up my newfound legs and i will have to choose between losing the man i love or being his willing captive the mermaid bride is a
standalone fairy tale combining elements of the little mermaid and the mermaid selkie bride tales of ireland for those who like an
unabashedly adorable happily ever after with a side of serious steaminess
The Goblin Cinderella 2017-07-03 i didn t want to fall in love with the prince he s a high elf rich and handsome and well there are rumors
he dabbles in dark magic i m half goblin and i know he d never choose me as his bride in the first place i just wanted my wicked
stepsisters to see him dancing with me before i run away and leave this city forever to start a new life but it seems my goblin godmother
had other plans the spell she cast upon me the one she told me would make the prince want to dance with me the moment he touches me i feel
desire like i ve never imagined and i can tell he feels the same i m not sure this is the sort of dance i had in mind we re drawn together
by magic but can magic forge the bonds of true love and if it did would be stepmother ever let me find happiness my goblin godmother isn t
the only one with plans it seems my stepmother is willing to lie steal and even kill to keep me from a happily ever after but goblins are
known for making trouble and i m ready for revenge the goblin cinderella is a standalone fairy tale retelling for those who like an
unabashedly adorable happily ever after with a side of serious steaminess and a cameo or two by beauty and her goblin king
Rapunzel and the Dark Prince 2017-05-25 it gets pretty lonely spending your entire life in a tower the witch told me she was keeping me
safe from a dangerous world but one day when i let down my hair the witch wasn t the one to climb up his presence was so overwhelming his
hands steady on my back his lips and tongue marking me forever with the taste of a man i was used to being alone a lot of the time and
wandering around the tower sort of aimlessly trying to decide what to do once the chores were done now his mouth was telling me what to do
and oh it was good prince dorin of yirvagna from the darkling lands is tall and dark with horns and a tail and the first man i ve ever seen
in my life he tells me i m his bonded mate and i must come with him and if i m not so sure about this admittedly charming prince the witch
s plans for me are worse and when prince dorin stands in her way her retaliation is swift i taste freedom for the first time at the cost of
dorin s eyesight but can i find a way to lift his curse the fairy tale heat series are standalone fairy tale retellings for those who like
unabashedly adorable happily ever afters with a side of serious steaminess
These Wicked Revels 2017-04-27 once you gave your mask to me you would be allowed to venture down that path the handmaidens of the forest
would prepare you for me all control surrendered waiting and ready for my claim oh you will find it a bit dreadful i must admit princess
evaline i should not be so intrigued by the king of the revels wicked promise i should not wish to abandon my family and remain in this
faery land of song and dance forever but it was a temptation when in my own homeland of torina my pious mother forbids me from my beloved
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music and dancing much less dancing with beautiful men but do i love the king of the revels enough to belong to him i was locked up with
the princess there was something about her delicate features her small mouth slightly open in sleep and her breath slowly rising and
falling that stirred a deeply protective instinct like i had never felt before will i haven t been the same man since the king of torina
sent me to fight in his pointless bloody war i came home with a limp and bad memories of my friends dying in my arms but now the king has
offered princess evaline s hand to anyone who can figure out why her slippers are worn out in the morning i accepted out of revenge but as
soon as i saw her i knew i wanted to capture her heart fair and square first i ll have get past the king of the revels these wicked revels
is a standalone fairy tale retelling of the twelve dancing princesses for those who like an unabashedly adorable happily ever after with a
side of serious steaminess even the trees are naughty in this one you ve been warned
Beauty and the Goblin King 2021-05-28 maybe i was the girl clara didn t want me to be here i was with the goblin king and i didn t want him
to stop for the past ten years the goblin king has stayed locked away in his caverns he only opens his doors for one purpose he will give
one gold coin for every night a girl is willing to spend with him despite his fearsome reputation his fangs and claws the girls come back
safe and sound and they never say a word about it one must be very desperate to accept such an offer or very curious well everyone says
curiosity has always been my downfall too clever for a girl so beautiful now my family is on the brink of losing everything my sister clara
knows the goblin king s story has always intrigued me and she s willing to sacrifice me to get her hands on his money but i finally have
the chance to sate my curiosity what will i find when i get there a man who is cruelly cursed haunted by a past misdeed or the man who will
unlock all of my secret desires it has been a long time since the goblin king trusted anyone but if he is willing to trust me i might be
able to save him and his people but the witch who cursed him is close at hand and she doesn t play fair beauty and the goblin king is a
fairy tale retelling for those who like an adorable happily ever after with a side of serious steaminess fairy tale romantic fantasy
romance fae faery faerie goblin king royal happily ever after magic
Captain Hook and the Mermaid 2021-06-01 be careful sweet he said with a flash of a grin that made me realize just how handsome he could be
it s dangerous to feel too much in never land when i took peter s hand and flew with him to never land escaping the fate of my overworked
peasant mother i thought it was a dream but all i found was a cursed land peter expected me to tell stories and mend clothes all day like i
was his mother and at night he cried out with nightmares in never land no one really grows up at least not on land with my first womanly
thought i turned into a mermaid and peter forgot my name yearning to escape i was caught by the most dangerous man on the island the very
grown up cruel pirate captain hook i m trapped in his chambers and he makes me a very naughty bargain but how long before that bargain
becomes something more something that might destroy the secret that holds never land together and frees two lonely hearts captain hook and
the mermaid is a fairy tale retelling for those who like an adorable happily ever after with a side of serious steaminess
Prisoner of Mirrors 2021-06-01 the king is dead prince augustus and princess marie rose ascend to the throne rose must submit to becoming
the queen who bowed her role affirmed as she is claimed by her husband before the faery court a role she dreads but first she is allowed a
trip to the capital to attend the ball de anon where masks allow her the privilege of privacy there she meets the handsome and loyal
officer count axel farren of the high elves whose destiny is soon to intertwine with that of augustus and rose in fateful and forbidden
ways the witch who cursed rose at birth has not given up on her desire to bring down the palace of the sun her spies are everywhere slander
and manipulation her weapons will love be marie rose s undoing this very steamy and sensual retelling of sleeping beauty is inspired by the
life of marie antoinette if you haven t read my other fairy tales or even if you have let me warn you about this trilogy it will include
cliffhangers menage some themes of darker romance and power exchange along with many decadent surprises beautiful gardens and gowns no one
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shall lose their heads in this revolution but some will lose their hearts
Prisoner of Dreams 2021-06-01 the revolution has begun the crowds wish to tear her apart but perhaps a taste of her flesh is good enough
for now marie rose king augustus and their lover count farren are offered an escape into the wicked revels but the witch will not be
satisfied until rose has pricked her finger on the spindle and fallen asleep for a hundred years and king augustus is dead what price will
rose pay to save the men she loves this very steamy and sensual retelling of sleeping beauty is inspired by the life of marie antoinette it
will include menage some themes of darker romance and power exchange along with many decadent surprises beautiful gardens and gowns as it
races to a happily ever after both bitter and sweet
The Surrender of Sleeping Beauty Complete Series Box Set tonight i will master every inch of you and you will probably feel the urge to beg
me to stop but you won t will you i was raised a princess but a witch s curse would seal my fate only one man dared to marry me the future
king of the fae i m a long way from home in this palace there is no freedom no solitude i am his possession corseted and gilded or stripped
and bound either way i m his to claim anytime anywhere it is the role of the king to dominate his bride publicly and often i am the living
symbol of his strength but there is no denying his charm and the power he holds to make me crave him even as it leads me to the most
dreadful event of all the day i must submit to him before the eyes of the entire court however he has a secret of his own a secret that
will lead me into the arms not just one men but two at once my beloved king augustus and our loyal guard count axel a forbidden love none
of us can turn away from the witch who cursed me lurks in the shadows ready to destroy us all the surrender of sleeping beauty was inspired
by the life of marie antoinette and my love of fairy tales with a sensual twist it contains intense sexual scenes and some darker themes
along with much decadence gardens and gowns and a happily ever after that is both bitter and sweet this series was originally published as
the queen of the sun palace and collects the following three books book one prisoner of silk book two prisoner of mirrors book three
prisoner of dreams
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